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Ding dong and julian in real life

We have detected that JavaScript is disabled in.com this browser. You can find a list of supported browsers in our Help Center. Help Center Edit Comments Share DongDongDingDingCallMeCarsonscott PilgrimZach GalifinakasDDongskeeter ProgrammerStreamThiefEpic GamerPresident U.S. Tuba EnthusiastCaretakerCreator of The Legend of Mario Holiday Of Santa and Mario
Said FuckwordsnowboarderBebe'. S Kid Ex-husband Ding Dong's Kids (his children)Bebe (mother) Chris O'Neill (co-worker)Julian Marcel (partner)Ryan Maggie (brother)Sonic (deceased)Mario (old friend)Manta(hes my friend)Marvin the Martian (Bud)ROCKCOCK64 (Dude) Get back on YouTube and now only use Twitter. Ding Dong (also known as DingDong, DingDongVG and
sometimes Dingus Dongus) is a smart independent programmer, code-coding genius from Planet Chicago and its main opponent of OneyPlays from 2016 to 2019, acting as a logical foil to Chris's autism. Ding Dong's home planet was overrun by Lets-Player, so he defected to Earth in the hope of finding a safer place to live until he could return. Ding Dong has been producing
since 1967, except for a brief period in 2013, it was a round with a flat top and bottom, close to three inches in diameter and slightly taller, a similar shape and size with Hockey Puck's ding dong crashing his boat into a pool and being rescued by Julian on the way to California. Tied over Mad Panic Coaster, Julian gave shelter to Ding Dong in his new apartment and eventually
assisted him in building the Wan Wan Games, Ding Dong and Julian was a long-time romantic couple, and both respected each other's creative integrity. Since coming to earth, he has become very embarrassed for creating games such as The Legend of Mario and the acclaimed creepypasta writing. After Ding Dong died from old age, Julian was deported to Mexico because he
had a visa for care for Dingus Dongus after his work visa was revoked. Later, he was killed by the mafia because they hated Let's Player and Dingus Dongus's breed, sometimes Chris revived dingdong's ship with dark magic to appease his fans for the streams, after which he buried his degraded burial again. When and if he should die, Ding Dong wishes his remains to be burned
and buried under a churro stand in Disneyland. His favorite meal is the fried pastry wrap. He's one of the sexy little dongding. [Editing Source Edit] Ding Dong is a highly skilled quantum technician with special skills in computer programming. During his trip to The world in cryo-stasis, he spends a lot of time playing Earthen video games to withstand the journey. By the time Ding
Dong arrived on planet Earth, he was quickly shunned to find out that the glorious tales he had heard about planet Earth were all but fabulous. He finds himself lost in the cesspit of the movie series, fast events, linear game design, and next-generation graphics. Ding Dong soon discovered that it was no longer 1990s. His boat had time to jump over, and he found himself lost in late
2010, a terrifying moment in which his retired idol and the greatest video game creative he had ever heard were demoted to two development studios. This makes Ding Dong the purpose of his short life. He vowed to renew the industry's interest in exciting gaming and try to sacrifice the movie phenomenon to save the world of gaming. Julian his best friend and Savior was inspired
by his vision and therefore joined him in the Wan Wan Games format so it involved a bizarre Newgrounds personality, Chris O'Neill. He tries to support and protect them while providing big fun to their fan base in order to extinguish the sluggish vacuum of uninvited entertainment media that panders to the playing community and video game journals. As a trio, they became the con
men of entertainment and creativity adapted to bring destruction to all the big stench that runs the game and entertainment business. He left OneyPlays to work with Julian in yesterday's game. However, he and Julian need some more things of the kingdom, munny hearts to get things back, so he comes back to continue a few sets. After promising his loyal fans and imprisoning
him on Planet Drool, as well as Julian until he created a new Bubbafest, he returned to streaming after serving time in prison. He was accompanied by fellow streaming friend Twitch earlier in the year, he played Worms Armageddon with Chris on the Twitch stream. Because his physiology of his species is rarely over 1.25 years old, his species take advantage of the biological
rituals that make the organic tissues of the recently deceased host, so in theory Ding Dong may have a lot of consecutive life, as well as the occasional detox. Despite this, ding My favorite restaurant is; Unfortunately, on Planet Chicago, video games were legal after the lets-play invasion 0x12ₑ. The new law triggers the invasion of lets-player of the ████, where the Lets-Play
coalition, led by Markiplier, invades Planet Chicago with the urgent goal of destroying the earth with pink tentacles. After the mass exodus of his people, Ding Dong used his Chicago institute education to infiltrate enemy lines and take advantage of the evil Lets-Play combat strategy. His only goal in his life was absolute revenge on the Acolytes of Markiplier and restore integrity to
the gaming industry in the process. In addition to liking human food, he also claims to be a fan of human music (for example, hip-hop). Play Trivia! Prior to the transformation of the teen, Ding Dong was an unofficially deleased phallic object called Long Sleech, his current appearance resembling Rabbid, a side character in Rayman's series of video games that spun away in its own
franchise, nublets on Ding Dong's head, confirmed as a cosmetic decoration. On a separate occasion in Kingdom Hearts II, they said they would be able to detect the crumbling radiation. They don't go out too often. In addition, Ding Dong does not have a kidney, but it is the kidleys, which inflate and make a jerky sound, as an evolutionary defense mechanism. Ding Dong has its
own franchise brand of Bologna, Ding Dong Bolo ™. In Episode 19 of Kingdom of Hearts 2 Julian states that Ding Dong is in possession of crack cocaine but this never proves true. Soothsayers speculated that Ding Dong would become president of the United States in 20XX. He is allergic to cats and dogs. He's the boss of Sharp Schuester. Rumors indicate that Ding Dang killed
himself over Chris, calling him an epic failure. Chris hasn't spoken about it yet. He and Julian officially leave OneyPlays in 2018 to devote full-time to their video game projects. Despite this, DingDong joined Chris and Waffle for The Evil 4 Stream residents on November 5, 2018, hinting that he might be back to finish the series. He and Julian officially returned in November 2018
because they lacked the money needed to move to Chicago. They tend to leave the channel well when they can move. Ding dong has not appeared on the channel since the final of Kingdom Hearts 2 Let's Play. In 2019, Ding Dong carried four babies with too much mountain dew, Ding Dong was able to extend his life within 20 years, according to Chris AKA Oney, Ding Dong's
favorite song, Why You Often Lied to Desmond Dennis. This has been confirmed by Ding Dong himself. Ding Dong has stated in a stream that he once worked as a delivery boy at Pizza Joes, but was fired after replacing all pizzas with foul diapers. The best gamers are an epic group of gamers who will stream the game together before it ends for unknown reasons. Ding Dong is a
big fan of fighting games. Ding Dong thinks foot sandwiches are one of the worst vows in the world because his parents angered him so much once for speaking, probably because they hurt him. In about 11 minutes and 40 seconds of the first episode of the Sonic Adventure series, Dingus Dongus has confirmed that his mother is Omo Chao from Sonic Adventure and she's stuck
in the game, Chris O'Neill said that one day he'll do a Ding Dong T-shirt with words, biting my shadow booper, why not? I'm still waiting for it, Chris Ding dong has powerful cum spoots, he plays tuba. He was also stimulated by it as his nubs responded to the quake. Ding Dong may have moved rotation as a very popular character made. Contrary to what many think, Ding Dang
has long hair of 1-nch and no eyes. Ding Dong fears the concept of death as a little extraterrestrial child, ding dong has not passed the banjo Kazooie through the screen, Ding Dong is more than Julian Marcel (we live in a really strange world). If you look in ding dong with a microscope, you will see that all his cells are just him. Ding Dong likes to expand. As a caretaker, Ding
Dong can confirm that the crying baby sounds more bllrAAARGGGHHH than WAAAAAHHH is believed to be talking about when he was on his home planet cuz There is no way that a human baby can make a sound that the urinal of ding dong smells like coffee, even if his home planet is overrun and conquered by Markiplier. Indeed, everyone draws him with his arms and legs,
aint little boy Ding Dong has twelve chickens knocked together so that two-legged Ding Dong made a funny scream. During The Day of the Dead 2020, Julian uses his Mexican power to teleport ding dong to OneyPlays HQ in a short time. His ears detected recently decayed radiation, as well as 2020 Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated.
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